
Accessory equipment 9.. 99bwz E 
additional set point value permitting switch-over 

Rights for technical modifications reserved 99bwz_e / 1210806 

This function expansion for control units of series 9.. makes it possible to enter one or several additional set 
point values in the operating level as an optional alternative to the main set point value SP.

Switch-over from the main set point value to a different set point value takes place through the allocated 
binary control input (potential free contact, alternative: external voltage 24 VDC). Only one contact may be 
switched at a time. 

Providing the set point value in the operating level is displayed in the bottom display, this display 
automatically switches over to the external set point value, i.e. as soon as it has been activated it displays 
the current effective set point value. 

In the operating level, the additional set point value is displayed  and set under the designation “SP2”  / 
”SP3” for example, after the main set point value “SP”, once the P key is actuated again. In addition, it can 
be recognized which set point value is currently effective: The respective active value SP or SP_ appears in 
the normal display, the inactive value only flashing. 

Types:     Li.-No.
- Switch over to other set point values by potential free binary control input#   99bwz* 

# = Depending on sub type, the use of external voltage 0 / 24VDC alternatively to potential-free change-over 
switches is possible. (series 92..: sub type “u“) 

Order text: Accessory equipment: 
Function expansion for switching over
to additional set point values incl.
attendant binary control inputs 
Li.-No. 99bwz*: Control input for potential free contact 

* = Number of additional set point values 

Wiring diagram: Example, each for 99bwz1, valid for each delivered controller is the wiring diagram on its 
casing only. 

b99  (+) 24VDC b99  (+) 24VDC
b0  (-) 0V  (-)  (-) b0  (-) 0V
b1  SP/ SP2  (+)  (+) b1  SP/ SP2

add. allocated main setpoint add. allocated main setpoint 
setpoint active active setpoint active active

     alternative :

19
20

add. allocated main setpoint 
setpoint active active

SP/ SP2

potential free  contact external voltage  24 VDC




